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Holy symbol 5e warlock

Melora's symbol The Wildmother[2]The Wild Mother[3]an-Melzidanye[4] Crown of grass and grain affixed to a bandit[1] Wild Grandeur (Dualahei 20th) Life[1]Nature[1]Storm[1] Tower of ConfluxHide of the Feral Guardian The Chase Begins (2x112) Melora, Melora the Godmother is the goddess of the desert and the sea.
[5] She takes care of nature, good harvest, grants protection against washing in storms, and guides the passage of ships. As an NPC, The Wildmother is played by Matthew Mercer. Symbols[edit | editing source] The Melora Swirl vs. tharizdun's Spiral of Decay In addition to the team and the wreath, one of Melora's
symbols is a swirl carved in stone, a slow cascading spiral with a wave crest in the center. [6] (This should not be confused with the irregular spiral sometimes used by followers of Chained Oblivion, which is sometimes called the Spiral of Decay.) In her role as goddess of marine life, this symbol is also often painted on a
sea shell. (See below for an example made of a sea shell.) Artifacts[edit | editing source] The Conflux Tower, a team capable of casting powerful dupic spells and increasing the power of the welder's spells, was made from the Godmother's breath. [7] It is currently wielded by archdruid Keyleth, Director of the Ashari Air
tribe at Zephrah, Tal'Dorei. Places of Worship &amp; Sacred Places[edit | editing source] Issylra[edit | editing source] The Vasselheim district known as The Abundant Terrace is dedicated to the Godmother. [8] The Abundant Terrace is where most of the food in Vasselheim is grown. In such a cold environment is
Melora's blessing that allows the land there to be fertile and grow cultures from many different places. The temple in this district dedicated to your worship is called the Heart of Birth. [9] Wildemount[edit | font of the Godmother is banned in the Dwendalian Empire. [10] Outside the Empire, there are five notable sacred
sites or shrines dedicated to the Madonna that are now known: Commandments of the Wild Dona[edit | editing source] Fan art of the Wildmother, by Binky. [art 1] Commandments of the Wild Dona protect the inhuman deserts of the kingdom from exploitation and destruction. Kill abominations and other dark mockery of
nature. Embrace and respect the wild nature of the world. They exist in harmony with it. Of Critical Role: Tal'Dorei Campaign Setup[2] Known Worshippers[edit | editing source] A worshipper in Westruun keeps a statue of Melora in his home. When the statue was broken, the owner said he knew he would be forgiven for
letting the statue break. [19] History[edit | editing source] Background[edit | editing source] Fan art of The Wildmother, by @TheRileyOMalley. [art 2] During the Calamity, Melora created the Conflux Tower, one of the Vestiges of Along with the rest of the Prime Dias, the Godmother left the Material Plan and sealed behind
the Divine Gate during divergence. [20] At the end of the Calamity, the Godmother planted a seed in the world's most desolate place before retreating beyond the Divine Gate. This place is now the Barbed Fields of Xhorhas, where the huge tree stands alone in the middle of dangerous plains. Called the Exemplary Arbor,
it is considered the sister of the Seed of the Renaissance on the Abundant Terrace, the main temple of the Wild Dona in Vasselheim. [21] The Godmother is in a relationship, though fractured, with the goddess of civilization and laws, Erathis. The fractured nature of the relationship reflects the disparity between
civilization and nature, and Melora longs for the two to return to the harmony they once had. Campaign 1: Vox Machina[edit | source of edition] The Conflux Tower was one of several Traces of Divergence found by Vox Machina while gathering power to defeat the Chroma Conclave. [22] Fan art of the symbol of Melora
Fjord, by Doug Myers. [art 3] Keyleth invoked Melora's name when she cast her last feeblemind spell on Raishan. [23] Campaign 2: The Mighty Nein[edit | source of edition] Inside the Nest (2x28) The remaining members of the Mighty Nein searched for the priest located in the Grove of Flowers, a sacred site for Melora,
in order to avenge the death of Mollymauk Tealeaf and free his friends from captivity. They discovered Clay's Caduceus there, who joined the party to help find a cure for the rapidly spreading disease that plagues his home temple. The Ruby and sapphire (2x33) The Mighty Nein visited the Mother's Lighthouse to find
some information about the recent whereabouts of Marius LePual. In Hot Water (2x43) After being banned from Darktow Island, Caduceus released Division asking wildmother where it would be the safest place to port and repair the Squalleater. She replied: Bisaft Island brings the safest port you're looking for. After
casting the spell, Caduceus felt more confident in the seas. [24] The Second Seal (2x47) Caduceus Clay cast Division, asking The Wildmother what Fjord's former mentor Vandran was doing. He heard a warm voice along with an unexpected hot wind on a cold night saying Stay out of sight. Making up. [25] A Game of
Names (2x49) While The Mighty Nein was trying to figure out who had kidnapped Yeza Brenatto, Caduceus Clay released Divination by asking The Wildmother: What is Yeza's fate? He felt the wind around him pick up and a voice speak through the wind: Ghor Dranas. [26] Duplicity (2x55) Jester Lavorre cast Revivify on
Caduceus Clay after Nott accidentally killed him with an explosive arrow. For an instant, she felt a presence and saw a matronly smile and a figure with her hair falling in the shadows. Jester told Caduceus that he saw the Godmother looking over him and smiling. While in the darkness, Caduceus had view of green fields,
ice-covered earth, a fire fire and glimpses of scattered historical families. A warm breeze blew east past the mountains and debris. Caduceus mysteriously felt he was on the right track. [27] Fan art of Caduceus Clay casting Commune, by Nikki Dawes. [art4] Chases and Trees (2x65) Caduceus Clay launched Commune
as the Mighty Nein camped near the Exemplary arbor in the Barbed Fields. He asked if the tree was hers. The Godmother replied that it was her last and last seed. He asked what kept her away. She replied that the earth was still marked since all the gods left. He finally asked if he was here to fix the landscape. She
replied: It's too big to fix. Your path is yours. That night, Fjord dreamed of Uk'otoa threatening him, when a voice said Come with me, child. He sat in a small chamber of vines and tangled roots, and his voice spoke once more: The womb I grant, but wither without faith. Your will will meet you again... but until he does,
rest. That same night, Caduceus also had a view of a mountainous area with a volcano. Shards of green glass were thrown into the magma and turned purple in color. The vision then shifted to a jungle oasis holding a temple next to a swimming pool. The same crystals were placed in the water and took root as a
germinated seed. Beneath Bazzoxan (2x66) While on his night watch, Fjord told Caduceus about the vision he had the night before under the tree. Caduceus explained that the voice she heard is the Godmother, the dity that Caduceus' family loves. Fjord shared that he had been surrounded by heat and wanted to feel it
again. Caduceus taught Fjord to meditate, and heard the familiar sound of waves crashing on the shore. [29] Clay and Dust (2x72) The Mighty Nein visited the Cinderrest Sanctum under Kravaraad in search of someone who could reflower the Starrazor. Rime and Reason (2x75) Caduceus launched Commune, asking
the Godmother if she could return her magical powers to the Fjords. She answered with a definite yes. Refjorged (2x76) While meditating, Fjord saw Melora's face in the sky. She told him that the seed of darkness in him was too deep for her to heal, but she could help him if he swore to protect all that is hers. He agreed
without hesitation, and she gave him his benefit as tendrils of seaweed wrapped him. In the morning, he woke up stronger and officially became his paladin. The Folding Halls (2x80) After realizing that they had been scryed about, Caduceus cast Commune to ask the Madonna about it. She claimed that it was someone
from the Kryn Dynasty, that it was not Essek, and that it was by order of the Shining Queen. During communion, the hair of Fjord and Caduceus unexpectedly moved into an invisible gust of wind. [30] The Beat of Permaheart (2x82) commune and discovered that Yussa Errenis was still alive at the Happy Fun Ball, but not
in any of the chamber or crystal mines. Unwanted Meetings (2x88) Fjord received a sacred symbol of the Godmother by Caduceus after maintaining his sense of self during his battle with Uk'otoa. [31] Lingering Wounds (2x89) Fjord used his downtime in Rexxentrum to meditate and allow himself to be more open to the
Godmother. After some time concentrating, a calm breeze washed over his mind and he heard the familiar sounds of ocean waves. With great power... (2x94) The Mighty Nein visited menagerie to help Caduceus complete the search given to him by Melora. Family Shatters (2x96) Caduceus and Jester were able to
restore petrified members of the Clay family and several of the Stone family as well. Caduceus fulfilled the last step of the visions that the Godmother sent him, throwing his residuum crystals transformed into the pool in the Menagerie. He then gave the crystals to his sister Calliope, and asked him to plant them inside the
Blooming Grove instead. High Seas, High Stakes (2x99) After Fjord was successfully revived by Caduceus and had the Cloven Crystal removed from him, he began to remember the cold insulating darkness that came along with death in his sleep. Melora sent a warm green flower that helped wash away persistent
anxiety and fear. [32] The Ruined Sliver (2x104) Caduceus successfully released Divine Intervention and asked the Godmother about Vokodo's true nature. He was shown that Vokodo had fled the Astral Plane while being chased and crashed into Rumblecusp, dragging splinters from several other planes with him. [33]
Devout and Paus (2x107) While Caduceus tried to meditate at night, visions of the floating city in the Astral Sea flooded his mind once again. He felt fear and a cold cold shot through his body, knowing that this entity was a perversion of the values he loved. The next day, Caduceus launched Commune, asking the
Godmother if she knew anything about this creature. She responded with a cold breeze, indicating that she did not know what this creature was or if it was coming after them. [34] Traveler Con (2x108) Caduceus released Commune, asking Wildmother if the Traveler was being reasonably honest about his plans for
TravelerCon the next day. She responded only with a comforting hug indicating that she did not know the answer. The Chase Begins (2x112) The Godmother spoke to Fjord while aboard the Midnight Hammer, and he took the Open Sea Oath[35] as a paladin in her service. On the same day, Caduceus launched
Commune, asking the Godmother about the locations of Cree and Lucien. A warm breeze indicated that they were both ahead of them in the biting North. He then asked if Vess DeRogna knew more about the Tombtakers than she said. A stagnant cold indicated uncertainty. Trivia[edit | source of edition] The holy day of
the Godmother is the Greatness of on the vernal equinox.  References[edit | editing source] Art: Art:
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